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Muffin Mix

Muffin mixes and bases are available
in a variety of flavors to suit all your
needs. Use our mixes to create your
own line of signature muffins.

Raised Donut Mix

Raised Donut Mix is light, tender
with uniform texture. Superblend is
tolerant and will hold up under a
wide range of shop conditions.

Cream Cake Mix

Cake mixes have preferred flavor,
appearance and moistness. Fruits
and inclusions stay suspended evenly
in all RichCreme products.
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Fudgie Brownies Mix
Dutch cocoas and unique sugars
create a moist, rich fudgie brownies.
Our Brownies Mix is simply easier
to use! Add nuts, chocolate chips,
marshmallows, candy or anything
you desire to create a signature
dessert.

Toppings & Shake Syrups

Toppings and Syrups turn simple
creations into exotic delights. Use
chocolate syrup for Milkshakes, as
a topping and as a coffee flavoring.
Great for Mocha, Latté and Espresso
drinks.

Fruitices

R&H fruitices are convenient and
easy to use and contain real fruit,
for a true fruit flavor. The fruit bits
and flavors create more appealing
products when mixed into your
batters and icings.
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Original American Cookies

Genuine Original American Cookies.
Chewy, and can be made with many
variations, inclusions and flavors,
easy to prepare, pipe and bake.
Great treat for Adults and Kids.

Donut Icing

Smooth ready to spread consistency
with brightness and high sheen
luster.

Muffins, Cakes & Donuts
Fillings

Add excitement and eye appeal
to your baked goods and dessert
topping creations. Your creations
will look great and taste fantastic.
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Macaroons
Made of sweet coconut and a hint
of almond flavor. Irresistible. Easy
to prepare. Taste great fresh from
the oven with a delightful aroma.
Excellent shelf-life for packaging.
The dough can also be used in
muffins, loaf cakes, brownies, and
more.

Fudge Royal Cake Icing and
Filling
The most successful ready-to-use
cake icing. Used for chocolate
glazing and also for piping shapes
and decorations. Easy to spread
and has a great taste and texture
especially for chocolate lovers.

Biscotti

Can be made in different oriental
and occidental flavors. A great
companion for coffee, hot drinks,
morning and afternoon tea.
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Real American Carrot Cake

The best mouth-feel ever. Delicious.
A real treat for Carrot Cake lovers,
easy to prepare. Consistent in
texture and taste.

Red Velvet Cake Mix
Easy and cost-efficient. Growing in
popularity. Creates consistent cakes
with moist texture and superior
flavor. Red Velvet is versatile. One
can create a full range of products
from mini-cups to layers and sheets.
Adapts well to multiple creams and
fillings.

Gourmet Cream Cheese Filling
American cream cheese flavor
as a filling inside all your sweets
Muffins, Donuts, Cakes, Pie Shells
etc... Makes a great combination
with fruitices (Strawberry, Banana,
Pineapple, Lemon and Orange).
Excellent for Cheese Cake
preparation.
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German Chocolate Icing

An exceptional filling and topping
for cakes and brownies. The perfect
match of pecan, coconut and
caramel all mixed up to create the
perfect taste.

Dulce de Leche

A milk caramel filling to use in
french and american pastry. Can
also be used to drizzle on top of
cakes and brownies. Excellent in
filling eclairs, mille feuilles, swiss
rolls, layer cakes and donuts.

Butter Milk Pancakes
Easy to use. Just add water to this mix
to create light and fluffy pancakes in
no time. Waffles as well. Perfect for
preparing ahead of time. Add variety
with chocolate morsels, bananas
and dried fruits. Product maintains
long freshness on a buffet service.
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Meister Line Bread Flavors

Give your bread product an extra
edge by adding pesto or dried
tomato or veggie flavors. Can be
used in pizza doughs, bagels, and
any other bread application.

Sugar Free Richcreme cake
& Muffin Base

Specially formulated product with
the same great taste, texture and
mouth feel as the Richcreme Base.
Contains ZERO SUGAR and is great
for health oriented operators.

Bagel Mix
With the traditional New York Bagel
Mix you can enjoy fresh and chewy
bagels. The mix includes all necessary
ingredients. Add water and follow the
mixing and baking instructions. Keeps
bagels fresh and helps to retain excellent
texture. It can produce large variety of
bagels.
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Pizza Sauce

A great product with a thick non
seasoned texture that enables the
operator to personalize the final
touch and flavour of the pizza.

Custom Imperial Oil
Oil remains clear at cold
temperatures. Salad dressings
remain clear with no cloudiness.
Customers taste natural flavor of
dressing or food. Bunge Custom
Imperial is used in: Salad dressings,
Pan or Wok Frying, Light Frying,
Cakes and Muffins.

Bunge D.O 100 All Purpose
Shortening
Excellent for all soft bun bread
applications (Hamburger bun, Hot Dog
bun, Chicken bun, Loaf bread etc...) as
well as cake preparation, cookies and
pie shells. Your end product will have
a longer shelf life, better eating quality,
softer texture, whiter colour on the inside
with no rancidity smell. Great savings in
cost too.
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Liquid Frying Shortening

Bunge LFS is used by Foodservice
operators who understand the
value of long frylife. Bunge LFS is
economical because it does not
have to be changed as often as low
cost shortenings.

Bunge H.D. Solid Frying
Shortening
It provides excellent frylife and
produces delicious eye appealing
food under difficult frying conditions.
It performs exceptionally well in the
highest volume operations frying
heavily spiced and battered foods.
Excellent for donut frying.

Bunge Pour’N Fry
The healthier oil. A unique blend of soybean
oil and Omega-9 canola oil. Zero trans fat.
Zero cholesterol. Zero sodium. Bland flavor.
Lets the delicate natural flavors of the food
come through. A high stability liquid oil with
great frying performance. Recommended
for frying all types of food: appetizers,
french fries, fish, chicken..., can also be
used in salad dressings, sautéing and pan
frying. Bunge Pour’N Fry outlasts any known
liquid frying oil commonly used in the M.E.
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